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THE INPUT POWER QUALITY 
 
 
This thesis develops a hardware circuit implementation of a novel algorithm for reducing 
a SRM drive’s input current ripple or equivalently to improve the SRM drive’s input 
power quality. The algorithm requires the SRM’s phase current to follow a trapezoidal 
trajectory relative to the rotor’s position with the magnitude of the current dependent on 
the desired average torque. This thesis deals with the generation of the required current 
command that is the input to a separate analog current regulator that forces the SRM’s 
current to follow the generated current command. The final circuit design must be 
capable of operating at 200ºC to be part of a high temperature aircraft actuator. In this 
thesis, room temperature hardware is used to emulate and verify the high temperature 
design. Both a high temperature microcontroller based design and a high temperature 
gate array based design are considered with the high temperature gate array based design 
being chosen. Ultimately, a standard room temperature Xilinx FPGA is chosen to emulate 
the high temperature gate array. The FPGA is programmed using Verilog HDL and the 
code is downloaded into the chip using Xilinx ISE software. The experimentally 
generated output is validated by comparing it with simulation results from a detailed 
Simulink model of the complete drive system. 
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  Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
This thesis primarily deals with the design of a principle control component for a switched 
reluctance motor drive system. In any electrical drive system, the design of the control is a very 
important factor as it greatly influences the performance of the machine. As compared to other 
types of machines, the control design for a Switched Reluctance Motor (SRM) is often more 
complex and challenging than for other machine types. The reason for this complexity is the non-
linear nature of the SRM. The control design for an SRM typically requires multiple control 
blocks or elements. These control elements include several circuits designed using power 
semiconductor switches, microprocessors and sensors. This thesis deals with the design and 
implementation of a control element that is part of the control for a high temperature SRM. This 
SRM is in turn is part of an aircraft actuator. The power circuit for the SRM control utilizes SiC 
power semiconductor switches and the motor and its drive system must operate at an ambient 
temperature of 200˚C.  
The motor that is used here is an 8/6 SRM, the cross-section of which is shown here in Fig 1.1. 
The rotor is in the middle and has 6 poles. The stator surrounds the rotor having 8 poles and 4 












Figure 1. 1: An 8/6 SRM 
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 The maximum speed and torque ratings for the SRM are 14,000 RPM and 8.00 N-m. In general, 
there ar M   
1. 
influence the output torque  
Ts. For the control developed 
uring this research turning on and turning off of the JFETs is controlled by a current regulator 
circuit that forces the SRMs phase currents to be equal to the current command. The current 
command to the current regulator is the desired current in an SRM phase. The current commands 
generated at each instant of time for each phase are different from each other. They have the 
same basic time variation but are phase shifted from each other. The current command depends 
on the desired average torque and the rotor’s position. Depending on a comparison of this current 
command to the actual current, the JFET switches are turned on or off. [1, 2] 
e three major methods of controlling a SR
Voltage control  
2. Current control  
3. Pulse control  
The current control method gives direct control over the torque, which is required in the actuator 
applications. Current control also gives better dynamic performance as compared to the other 
two methods. [1, 2] 
In any SRM drive, two factors 
1. The Rotor position  
 2. The Current passing through the Stator phase windings. 
The rotor rotates due to the current in the phases. The current in a SRM phase generates an 
electromagnetic field that produces a torque to align one of the rotor pole pairs with the stator 
poles of the phase that is energized. Just as the rotor moves in to complete alignment with the 
energized phase, this phase is de-energized and the voltage is applied to the next suitable phase 
to produce a current at that phase. It is evident that the exact rotor position plays a critical role in 
determining which phase of the SRM must be energized in order to produce the desired torque in 
the desired direction.  
An inverter / converter that often usse Si MOSFETs controls the voltage to the motor. In the high 
temperature converter used here, SiC JFETs replaces the MOSFE
d
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 This thesis deals with the design of the block labeled Current Command Generator in figure 1.2 






















he current command generator (CCG) is shown separately in figure 1.3. The inputs to this 
The current command that is generated by the CCG developed for this thesis is different from the 
mand typically used for SRM drives in that it has a trapezoidal wave 
 
Figure 1. 2: The Block diagram of the entire SRM based motor system is represented here 
 
T
system are the torque command and the rotor position. Ultimately these two inputs control the 











Figure 1. 3: The current command generator 
 
square wave current com
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 shape. The trapezoidal current command waveform is used to minimize the ripple current from 
the DC power bus as will be described in greater detail in later chapters.  
 Problem Statement: 
The specification is to design and build a hardware circuit to generate Icom (Tcom, θ) where 
Tcom is the torque command and equal to the desired average torque to be produced by the SRM 
and θ is the instantaneous rotor position. The Tcom changes relatively slowly with time while θ 
varies relatively fast with time. The Icom function is shown in figure 1.4 for one phase as a 




The SRM and its control are designed for a high temperature actuator. To meet the actuator’s 
 
2. Max. rated speed of 14,000 RPM 
function of θ for different fixed values of Torque command. In addition to providing the desired 
function the circuit must be able to operate in a 200˚C ambient temperature. Thus, al
components chosen for the design must be able to work in a 200˚C ambient. 
 
Figure 1. 4: The Commanded current waveform 
requirements the motor must meet the following requirements  
1. Max. rated torque of 7.12 N-m from 0 to14000 RPM 
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 Since this thesis mainly involves the design of the current command generating hardware, the 
discussion here will pertain only to this part of the control.   
Traditionally an important area of focus in SRM control design has been the goal of minimizing 
the torque ripple produced by the machine. Several power circuit topologies and control 
approaches have been reported that reduce the torque ripple produced by SRMs. In this control 
design, the goal is to improve the input power quality; this reduces the EMI effects on the 
adjoining circuits. The ensuing discussion presents the proposed control method for improving 
the input power quality (reducing the input ripple current) to the SRM drive system which 
method also reduces the torque ripple at 
pezoidal 
a waveform will 
e discussed followed by the actual design and implementation of the hardware circuit.  
ent Command Function 
 
The a t advantages over the traditional 
squ  
requires CCG designed here. Interestingly this control 
low speeds.[3, 4] 
Current Command Function:   
The current command function Icom(Te, θ) is a function of the desired average torque Te and the 
SRM’s rotor position θ. This function has been chosen to be a trapezoid versus θ at a fixed Te. 
This choice is the result of research to improve the SRM drives input power quality and has been 
influenced by previous research to reduce torque ripple. This thesis does not include the research 
that led to the trapezoidal current command choice; it only deals with generating the tra
current command function shown in Figure 1.4. A brief overview of using such 
b
Advantages of using a Trapezoidal Curr
 tr pezoidal waveform shown in figure 1.4 has some distinc
are wave current command functions they are 
1 Voltage ripple across the DC link capacitor is reduced.  
2 Input current ripple is reduced improving the input power quality. 
The reduction in the current and DC link voltage ripple are shown in Figures 1.5 and 1.6 which 
compare the computed input voltage ripple for a 7.5 N-m torque command. In figures 1.5 and 1.6 
the SRM is accelerating from zero rpm to over 14000 rpm. The acceleration is determined by the 
SRM’s Torque and it moment of inertia, J= 1.077e-4 kg-m2. The link capacitor voltage 
waveform on the left in Fig 1.5 results from a square wave current command function while the 
 5   
 one on the right is the result of a trapezoidal wave current command function. As one can clearly 
see, the DC link voltage for the trapezoidal current control is less than the DC link ripple voltage 
for the square wave current control. At low speeds, the improvement is more pronounced as 
 
Figure 1. 5: Left: Voltage Ripple using a Square wave current command function Right: 
Voltage ripple using a trapezoidal current command function. 
tion compared 
to the conventional square wave current command function is even greater than for the voltage. 
The current ripple reduction is greatest at low speeds and smallest at high speeds. 
compared to speeds over 10,000 RPM. This becomes even more evident in the case of the input 
current ripple waveform.    










Figure 1.6 shows the input current ripple waveforms. Again the case for square wave current 
command function is on the left and the case for trapezoidal current command function is on the 
right. The reduction in the current ripple with a trapezoidal current command func
 6   











Figure 1. 6: Left: Current Ripple using a Square wave current command function Right: 
Current ripple using a trapezoidal current command function. 
 
Figure 1.7 shows the instantaneous torque produced by the SRM versus its speed. The figure on 
the left shows the torque when with a square wave current command function and the figure on 
the right shows the torque with a trapezoidal current command function. The second waveform 
in both of the figures that has less ripple is the average of the torque obtained by passing the 
torque signal through a low pass filter. It can be clearly seen that the torque on the right for the 
trapezoidal current command function has less ripple at low speeds. It should be noted that that 
the trapezoidal current command function used was chosen to minimize the input current ripple 
and not the output torque ripple. The current command function would be different if torque 
ripple minimization was the aim of the control, but here the focus is on improving the input 
power quality. 
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Figure 1. 7: Left: Speed Torque characteristics using a Square wave current command 
function Right: Speed Torque characteristics using a trapezoidal current command 
function. 
 
Although the current command function for a single value of average torque in Fig. 1.4 is for 
only a single phase of the machine, this is not the complete description of the problem. There are 
4 phases in the machine, therefore four separate current command values must be generated at 
each rotor position and thus each instant of time. Figure 1.8 shows the four current command 
function waveforms for all 4 phases. It should be noted here that at most instants of time there 
are 2 phases, which are conducting current.  This reduces SRM drive’s input current ripple and 
the output torque ripple of the machine and ensures there is adequate torque at each rotor 
position. 
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Figure 1. 8: The current command waveforms for the 4 phase machine, as it is clear that 
there are 3 phases in operation at anytime 
Though four current command outputs are required, the ensuing discussion will be restricted to a 
single phase. Ultimately 4 identical but shifted current command values will be generated.   
Effect of back EMF increase 
The commanded current waveform shown in Figure 1.4 changes from a trapezoid as the Torque 
command and speed of the system are increased. It changes from a trapezoid to a perfect square 
wave as the torque command and speed is increased. The reason for this behavior is that the 
SRM’s back EMF increases as the SRM’s speed increases, slowing the rate of rise of SRM’s 
phase current while the available time for the current to increase decreases. Once the 
commanded current reaches, a maximum value (45A, in this case) it is not allowed to increase 
further. The current command function is of the form 
 
)),(,(),,( rpmTavTempIrpmTavIcom temp θθ =                                              (1.1) 
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 where θ is the rotor position, Tav is the average commanded torque, and rpm is the SRM’s speed 












rpmTavTemp                   (1.2)    
 
and has units of torque. The commanded current waveform starts deviating when the values of 
the function Temp(Tav,rpm) are high which occurs at high speeds. Although not shown in this 
figure, the deviation starts taking place when the value of the function Temp reaches 7.2 N-m, 
the maximum torque. The currentcommand function in figure 1.4 and 1.10 is also advanced 
relative to the rotor position proportionally with speed and torque. This complete current 
command function is illustrated in figure 1.9. The rotor position input (θ) to the current 
command function changes very rapidly as the SRM rotates. On the other hand the speed input 
(rpm) and the torque command input (Tav) change much more slowly with time. Thus the 
computations in the two blocks labeled hardware, and which have the rotor position as an input, 
must be done rapidly. It is the design of these two blocks that is the subject of this thesis. The 
computations made in the block labeled software can be done at a much slower rate than the 
computations in the blocks labeled hardware since its inputs are the slower changing rpm and 
Tav. As a result these computations are done in a separate microprocessor. Figure 1.10 shows the 
generated speed independent current command waveforms Itemp(θ/,Temp(Tav,rpm)) versus the 
advanced rotor position for different values of the speed adjusted torque command Temp going 
from 0 N-m to 8N-m.[4,5] 
 























Figure 1. 9: Correction in Rotor position to account for the increase in speed 
 
 
Figure 1. 10: Shows the generated current command for various Torque command values.  
The torque command varies from 0 N-m to 8N-m 
 
Figure 1.11 shows the variation of the current command function in figure 1.10 for two values of 
function Temp (Tav, rpm). The waveform on the left shows the current command function 
 11   
 generated for a value of the function Temp(Tav, rpm) equal to 7.0 N-m, while the waveform on 
the right shows the current command function when the function Temp(Tav, rpm) is equal to  7.5 
N-m. In what follows the discussion will generally be restricted to the hardware blocks and most 
often to the hardware block that implements Itemp(θ/,Temp) so that the terminology torque 
command will refer to the speed adjusted torque command Temp and rotor position angle will 
refer to the speed adjusted rotor position θ/. 
 
Figure 1. 11: Left: Current command function plotted at a torque command of 7.0 N-m. 
Right: Current command function plotted at a torque command of 7.6 N-m. 
 
The advantages of using a trapezoidal current command function and the characteristics of this 
type of control have been discussed. The reduction of the input ripple current to the SRM drive 
with a trapezoidal current command function compared to the input ripple current with a square 
wave current command function is a significant advantage. The remainder of this thesis will deal 
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 Chapter 2: Preliminary design and an Introduction to 
Programmable Logic Devices 
This chapter will discuss the preliminary current command function design issues and different 
methods of implementing the function. The merits and demerits of the different methods of 
implementing the current command function will be discussed. 
  
Design Issues: 
Several factors influenced the design of the current command function. The factors affecting the 
design are, 
1. The entire system is to be designed to operate in a 200˚C ambient. Most commercially 
available electronics cannot work beyond a junction temperature of 125˚C. The options 
available at high temperatures are very limited and very expensive. Further, it is not easy 
to test the working of a circuit at 200˚ in the Lab. Due to these factors, a decision was 
made to complete a 200˚C design and then to design a similar circuit that implements the 
same functions, but at a reduced temperature.  The low temperature circuit would then be 
evaluated to verify its operation and due to its similarity with the high temperature design 
it also verifies that design. Thus, this thesis has developed a breadboard circuit using 
electronic components similar in function to the ones available for operation at high 
temperatures to generate the current command function (CCF). The validity of the 
approach taken depends on the similarities of the 200˚ ambient devices and the room 
temperature devices. Therefore, it is of paramount importance to find a room temperature 
device that nearly as possible matches the commercially available 200C ambient device. 
2. The Matlab and simulink results presented earlier involved several complex mathematical 
operations, the equations of which will be presented below.  Although it is possible to do 
these mathematical operations using higher end FPGA’s and microprocessors, they were 
not used because these high-end devices are not able to operate in a 200C environment. 
3. The Inputs to the current regulator and thus the output from the current command 
function is required to be in analog format, while the outputs of the programming 
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 elements are in digital format. Thus the current command generator (CCG’s) outputs 
must be converted, to analog format. High temperature digital to analog converters are 
not available, however a high temperature op-amp is available that can be combined with 
an R-2R ladder network to convert from digital to analog. For the breadboard circuit used 
to verify the design in this thesis used a low temperature commercial D/A converter. 
4. Although there is no high temperature resolver to digital (R/D) converter to convert the 
rotor position information to digital format, it is assumed that the rotor position 
information is available as a 12-bit word. The rotor position could also be determined by 
using a rotor position estimator. This thesis does not deal with how the rotor position is 
estimated but just assumes that the rotor position available as a 12-bit word. 
5. The switched reluctance motor has already been specified to be a four-phase machine; 
therefore, it is necessary to generate four separate current command waveforms 
corresponding to each phase. At any instant of time more than two phases can be on so it 
is necessary to generate the current command output for one phase and store it in memory 
for use by the other phases of the system appropriately shifted for that phase relative to 
the rotor position. Alternatively the current command function could be implemented 
separately for each of the phases based on the rotor position. 
 
The Current Command Equation 
 
The basic equation for the current command function given the rotor position, the commanded 
average torque, and the SRM’s speed is given in detail here. All of the angles and constants used 
in these equations are the result of simulations undertaken using Simulink and Matlab. The 
constants used in these equations, like αcom1, αcom2, θ1, θ2, are not a product of this thesis and 
are a result of extensive simulations to produce the smallest possible input ripple current. The 
values for the constants used in the equation are 
Unit-less gain constants 
01.038.0201.01 === comcomcom ααα  
Angle constants in degrees 
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 32423314251 ==== θθθθ  
Torque constant in A/ (N-m), 9.5=giTm  
Offset current in Amperes,  0.3=Io
Maximum current in Amperes,  5.45max =I
Maximum torque in N-m,   9.5max =Te















−= αα        (2.3) 
IoTempgiTmTempIcomTo +⋅=)(         (2.4) 
Here equation 2.4 represents the current as a function of the intermediate torque command, 
Temp, that has not been adjusted for the SRM speed. Using the gain factors gα1, gα2, gα3 and 
gain constants αcom1, αcom2, αcom3  a set of factors are computed as a function of the torque 
command and the current, IcomTo. The equations 2.5 through 2.8 are if - else based conditioned 
equations. If the condition is true then the ‘if’ part of the equation is calculated and if the 
condition is false then the ‘else’ part of the equation is calculated.  
 
   
IcomT Temp( ) IcomTo Temp( ) IcomTo Temp( ) Imax≤if
Imax otherwise
:=
                                    (2.5) 
 
αcom1TTemp( ) αcom1 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if
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                                                                                                                                  (2.6) 
 
αcom2TTemp( ) αcom2 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if






                                                                                                                                 (2.7) 
 
 
αcom3TTemp( ) αcom3 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if






                                                                                                                                 (2.8) 
    
These factors shown in equations 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 are used to compute the current command 
function Itemp (θ/,Te), the resulting current command function equations are summarized below in 
equations 2.9 and 2.10.  
 
Itempφ Temp θ,( ) αcom1TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ θ θ1≥( ) θ θ1≤( )∧if
αcom1TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ αcom2TTemp( ) αcom1TTemp( )−( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅θ2 θ1− θ θ1−( )⋅+ θ 1≥( ) θ θ2≤( )∧if
αcom2TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ 1 αcom2TTemp( )−( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅θ3 θ2−
θ
θ θ2−( )⋅+ θ θ2≥( ) θ θ3≤( )∧if
IcomTTemp( )
IcomTTemp( ) 1 αcom3TTemp( )−( )⋅







                                                                                                                              (2.9) 
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 Itempφ(Temp, θ')=Itempφ(Temp, θ + θadv)                                                            (2.10) 
 
 
The final equation Itempφ(Temp, θ') shown in equation 2.10 gives the current command of the 
system for any intermediate torque command and rotor position where the intermediate torque 
command depends on the average torque being commanded and the SRM’s speed.  
 
Block Diagram of the system 
 
The block diagram of the system representing the inputs and outputs of the system is designed 
here.  The aim of this thesis was to design a circuit to generate the current command waveform 
using the above equations that could be implemented using high temperature electronics. While 
there are several constants used in the equations above, there are only two inputs the speed 
adjusted torque command Temp and the speed adjusted rotor position  θ/. The speed adjusted 
current command function is conceptually shown in figure 2.1 where its outputs are shown.  




















Figure 2. 1: The block diagram of the proposed system 
 
The inputs are digital and are labeled with the number of bits needed. The outputs in the above 
diagram are the current commands A, B, C and D which do not have the number of bits marked 
on them like the torque command and the rotor position. This is because the output current 
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 commands are in analog form while the inputs are digital. The current command is analog since 
it is much more practical to implement the current regulator with analog circuits, especially when 
constrained by the available high temperature electronic components. However, the output of the 
programming system will be in digital format, which will have to be converted into analog 
format. So, one needs a digital to analog converter (DAC). At high temperatures this DAC may 
have to be implemented using discrete components like op-amps rather than using a single IC as 
would be the case at room temperature. 
 
Summarizing, the basic circuit elements that are needed for the current command system are 
1. Programmable Device like a Microprocessor or FPGA 
2.  A digital to analog converter. 
 
Before making the selection of the programming device it is essential to discuss the minimum 
size of its inputs and outputs since this will affect the selection process. As defined in figure 2.1 
M and N represent the lengths of the digital input words. A decision on the widths of these inputs 
must be made without compromising the accuracy of the system. First, look at the Torque 
command input to the system 
 
The maximum torque command to be represented digitally was chosen to be 10 N-m. This value 
is a convenient number greater than the maximum physical torque value of 7.2N-m plus the 
speed correction of the torque command. The minimum torque to be represented is 0 N-m. The 
average torque interval must be at least 0.22 N-m. This is one of the requirements of the system. 
Possible number of bits that could be chosen to represent the torque command is 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. In 
this case the maximum numbers of torque values that can be represented are 
12712631231121512712 76543 =−=−=−=−=−  
Therefore, in each case 1 bit would represent 












010 =−=−=−=−=−   
 
The numbers represent the smallest possible torque commands that could be expressed in N-m. 
It is apparent that one cannot consider 3-bit and 4-bit numbers due to the lack of accuracy, since 
they can only represent a minimum torque command of 1.42 and 0.66 N-m respectively. 
Therefore, the torque command word length has to be at least five or more bits. Clearly the 
greater the number of bits allocated for the inputs better the overall accuracy of the system. 
 
Now let us turn our attention to the rotor position. The rotor position can vary from 0 to 360˚.  
The number of bits and the accuracy associated with each bit number will be calculated below. 
The URL link to the datasheet from Data Device Corporation for a resolver to digital (R/D) 
converter is given in the references [6] section, which shows accuracy corresponding to the 
number of bits selected. The maximum rotor angle is 360º and the minimum angle is 0º. Based 
on the requirements of the system the maximum allowable error for the rotor position is 0.5º. 
Possible numbers of bits that could be chosen to represent the rotor position are 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12. Thus the maximum values that can be represented are 
 
409512204712102312511122551212712 121110987 =−=−=−=−=−=−  
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 It is clear that one cannot use 7 or 8 bits as their error will be greater than 1 degree. Thus the 
angle has to be represented by at least a 10-bit number.  
 
Angle wrapping: 
As the rotor moves, the flux associated with each phase of the stator changes. When a rotor pole 
is in perfect alignment with the stator pole of one phase of the stator, the flux linked by that 
phase is at its maximum. When the rotor starts rotating so the rotor pole moves away from the 
stator pole it eventually moves to a rotor position where the flux linked by the stator phase is at a 
minimum. This is defined as the perfectly unaligned position. This process of the stator flux 
going from its maximum to its minimum occurs for each of the 6 rotor poles as they pass the 
given stator pole giving the flux profile versus rotor position shown in figure 2.2. Since SRM’s 
rotor has 6 poles the flux will repeat six times in 360º so the angular period is 360º /6 = 60º.  
 
 
Figure 2. 2: Flux linked by phase A as a function of the rotor position 
 
 
Since the flux profile shown above repeats every 60˚, it is sufficient to consider only the angles 
from 0 to 60˚ of rotor rotation. Because there is a fixed angle between the stator phases (360˚ / 4 
= 90˚) the phase current command waveform for all of the phases can be computed once the 
phase current command waveform has been computed for one phase by shifting it by multiples 
of 90˚. [4, 7]  
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 The commanded phase current waveform has the periodicity of the phase flux so that it will 
repeat every 60º just as the phase flux does. Thus the commanded phase current waveform only 
needs to be generated for the interval from 0 to 60˚. Even though the output of the rotor position 
sensor will go between 0 and 360˚, only values between 0 and 60˚ need to be considered. Thus 
when the rotor position reaches 60˚ it goes back to 0˚.  This is known as wrapping the angle at 
60˚. Assume that θ represent the actual angle and α represents the wrapped angle confined 
between 0 and 60˚ Then if θ = 55 
 
α = 55 mod 60  
 
The mod function gives the remainder when dividing by a number so that in this case  
 
 α= 55 
 
Similarly if the angle θ = 128 
 
α = 128 mod 60 
 
A further example for an angle, θ = 274 
 
α = 274 mod 60 
                                                                
Although the output of the CCG is ultimately in analog format, the output of the programmable 
device is digital. The D/A converter takes this digital output of the programmable device in the 
form of a binary number and converts it to analog form. The accuracy of the analog output is 
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 determined by the number of bits the binary number has. Therefore, one needs to determine the 
number of bits required accurately represent the current command function. 
 
The maximum value of current command function to be represented digitally is 45.5 A. The 
minimum torque to be represented is 0 A.  Possible number of bits that could be chosen to 
represent the value of the current command function accurately is 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 or 16 































As one can clearly see here that an accuracy of 0.04 with 10-bit representation would be 
sufficient for most cases, but here it has proved not to be so. The current command values were 
computed for different values of torque command and rotor position using Matlab and it was 
found that the current command values for two different angles at the same torque command 
were found to be 2.075 and 2.237. The difference in the values is equal to 0.016. This difference 
would rule out using 10 or 11-bit representation. Therefore, one can use anything from 12 to 16 
bits for representing the current command values. 
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 Factors influencing the choice of the Programmable Device 
The major factors that affect the selection of the programmable device are  
1. Word lengths of its inputs and outputs  




Word Length of the I/O 
 
Although the output of the CCG is in analog format, the output from the programmable device 
will be in digital format. The word lengths of the different inputs and outputs to the CCG are 
shown below which also gives information about the total number of bits required. 
 
S. No. Input/Output signal Number of bits 
1. Torque command 6 
2. Rotor position information 9 
3. Current Command function information 
for all the phases 
12*4=48 
 Total number of bits 63 
 
Table 2. 2: Information about the number of bits used 
Since there are a total of 63 bits of information, this will require 63 independent I/O ports if each 
of the bits is assigned to a separate I/O port. This method of transmitting data, where each bit of 
information is assigned to an individual port is called parallel data transmission. In addition to 
this, the data can be transmitted serially where more than one bit of data is transmitted through a 
single port by multiplexing between the bits. Suppose N bits of data are to be transmitted through 
a single port. For serial transmission each of the n bits passes through the port for a short interval 
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 of time. This time-period is set by the number of bits of data that has to pass through the port and 
the total time available for all of the bits to pass through the port. Once all the N bits are 
transmitted, the cycle starts again from bit one. Though all the information is transmitted using 
one port, a few more ports are required to transmit hand-shaking signals. These signals ensure 
that only the valid data is received at the output by blocking the unwanted data. Selection of the 





Max. Speed of the SRM drive. 
 
The maximum speed of the SRM drive determines how often the programmable device must be 
able to update its calculation of the commanded current and thus its frequency of operation. As 
the drive rotates faster the programmable device must generate the current command function 
faster as the rotor position changes.  As described above, if 9 bits are used to represent the 360º 
of rotor rotation smallest change in angle that can be represented or the largest angle error is 0.7º 
while the largest angle error is 0.35º if 10 bits are used. Although in the previous discussion of 
the rotor position information it was stated that any angle over 60º will be converted back to an 





∆≈= θθω          (2.14) 
 
so how often the programmable device must update its calculations is 
 
ω
θ∆≈∆t          (2.15) 
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 where ω is in rad/s or degrees/s depending on the units of ∆θ. The more accurately the rotor 
position is represented and the higher the SRM speed the more often the current command 
calculation must be updated. Thus the update time must be computed at the highest SRM speed 
and the smallest angle error. The maximum angle error is not known at this point so it is 
arbitrarily set to 0.5º giving a maximum update time of 





1 0.16 MHz 
The criterion for selecting a programmable device has been discussed, how the programmable 
devices satisfy these requirements will be discussed in the following section. 
 
Programmable Devices and their features 
Two programmable device options are available at the required 200ºC operating temperature.   
1. Microcontroller- HT 83C51 
2. High temperature gate array- HT 2000 
 
Reference [8] gives the URL link to the datasheets for these devices. All references to these 
devices will henceforth be based on these datasheets. Here DSP’s are not considered, because 
there are no high temperature DSP’s available in the market. Table 2.1 compares the features of 
the microcontroller and the gate array to the system requirements.  
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70 I/O ports for 
parallel I/Os or 
5 I/O ports for serial 
I/Os. 
Up to 160 signal I/O 
ports. Supports 
serial or parallel 
I/Os. 
 
Four 8-bit parallel 
ports, 1 duplex 
serial port 
Memory To be determined 
91K gates of usable 
memory available 
128K external RAM 
memory space  and 
8K Mask ROM 
Word length 10-16 bits 
Can accommodate 
16 or more bits 
easily 
8 bit width though 
higher bits can be 
processed while 
programming 




Difficult to find an 
exact match 
Similar in features 




> 0.2 MHZ 
Can support clock 
speeds up to 
20 MHz 
Can support clock 
speeds up to 
16 MHz only 
Compatibility N/A CMOS CMOS 





Table 2. 2: Comparison between the high temperature gate array and microcontroller 
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The gate array  was chosen as the programming device. The reasons for this choice are discussed 
by considering each of the factors in table 2.1 and analyzing the suitability of both the gate array 




As stated earlier, 70 I/O ports will be required when the data is transmitted in parallel, while a 
minimum of four I/O ports (Including the hand-shaking signals) will be required if serial I/O is 
used. The gate array can accommodate the inputs and outputs when the data is transmitted in 
parallel while the microcontroller must simultaneously use both serial and parallel data 
transmission.  
The microcontroller only has 8-bit parallel ports while 12-bit words are required for each of the 
four current command outputs. Thus, the parallel ports cannot be used for the output, which in 
turn means the serial port has to be used for the output data transmission. As there are four 
outputs of at least 12 bits each, this means a minimum of 48 clock cycles are required to process 
one set of inputs.  Using the fact that the minimum frequency of the clock  is 0.2 MHz, If 
processing one of the inputs takes 50 cycles, the clock frequency of the microprocessor is 50*0.2 
MHz =10MHz. Now if additional clock cycles are required to do the required math the clock 
frequency will be greater than 10 MHz. The maximum frequency the microprocessor can support 
is 16 MHz, which may not be sufficient when all of the microprocessor tasks are taken into 
account. 
Conclusion: From an I/O point of view the gate array seems the best choice with its 160 I/O 
ports that can be used in parallel. 
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  Speed of the Programmable Device 
 
When the speeds of the microcontroller and the gate array are compared, there appears to be little 
difference, as the microcontroller can work with clock speeds up to 16 MHz while the gate array 
can handle clock speeds up to 20 MHz. However, as discussed earlier, due to the lack of I/O 
ports the microcontroller requires a faster clock to handle the data. In addition, the 
microcontroller will inherently perform all of the math computations serially. 
 
Conclusion: The serial nature of the microcontroller means that its speed is very limited 
compared to the parallel operating gate array.  
 
Availability of similar devices 
 
The microcontroller is pin equivalent to the Intel 8XC51FC microcontroller. It differs from the 
standard Intel 8351FC, in that it supports half-duplex serial communication and has 8 KB of 
Mask programmable ROM. So one can use the microcontroller in the lab for testing purposes 
and if the desired current command values are  obtained using the Intel 8351FC, implementing 
the same on the high temperature microcontroller –HT8351 should be very easy. The problem 
with the Gate array is that it is very difficult to find a similar device (like FPGA) that works at 
the same clock frequency as the HT2000. Most of the FPGA’s available in the market can work 
at speeds much higher than 20MHz. So a decision was made to select a device similar to the 
HT2000 in terms of the I/O ports and the number of logic blocks. As far as the clock frequency 
of the FPGA was concerned it was decided that the maximum frequency of the clock would 
never exceed 20 MHz. which is Maximum clock frequency supported by the HT2000. 
Conclusion: The microcontroller seems to be the natural choice since it has an identical device 
that works at room temperature, though some other FPGA working at a reduced frequency will 
also be a good choice. 
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 Memory available   
 
The memory available in the microcontroller and the Gate Array cannot be compared directly to 
each other. In the gate array, the information is represented in terms of the number of gates that 
are available, while in the case of the microcontroller it is in terms of KB of memory. Only when 
the programming is completed one can get the idea of the memory or gate usage, thus it is 
premature to discuss this factor at this point. It will be addressed later. 
Conclusion: Inadequate information 
 
Types of Programmable devices  
From the above discussion the HT2000 gate array satisfies the requirements for the current 
command generator circuit better than the microcontroller. Thus it has been chosen to implement 
the current command function. The next issue addressed is finding a device that is similar in 
function and characteristics to the HT2000 gate array. The FPGA that is most similar in 
characteristics to the HT2000 gate array is the Xilinx Virtex 300 and the Virtex 300E FPGAs. 
Although both these FPGAs can operate at a very high frequency, they can work at the reduced 
frequency required to emulate the HT2000 generating the Current Command Function. At this 
stage a brief review of the different types of programmable devices, their advantages and 
disadvantages will be presented before discussing the programming of these devices. Although 
there are several programmable devices that are available, this discussion will focus only on Gate 
Arrays and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). 
Gate Arrays 
 
A Gate array is a fast approach to the design and manufacture of integrated circuits. A gate array 
circuit is a prefabricated circuit that performs no particular function in which transistors 
(although any other simple components like the And/Or gate could be used) and other active 
devices are placed at regular predefined positions and manufactured on a wafer usually called a 
master slice. Any combinational or sequential circuit can be implemented in these gate arrays by 
adding metal interconnects to the chips on the master slice. The gate-array approach provides 
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 cost savings because the gate-array manufacturer can amortize the cost of chip fabrication over a 
large number of master slices, all of which are identical. Many variants of the gate-array 
technology exist with some of them based on large logic cells while others are configured at the 
level of a single transistor. Figure 2.3 shows a picture of a master slice of a gate array. [9]  
 
 
Figure 2. 3: A master slice of a gate array with the Transistor/Gates in the center and the 





Field Programmable Gate Array 
 
A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is similar to a gate array except that it can be 
programmed and reprogrammed after it has been manufactured rather than being programmed 
once during manufacturing. This programmability results in the cost of a single programmed 
FPGA being many times less than the cost of a single programmed gate array. A single 
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 programmed FPGA is of the order of $100 not including the engineering labor while the cost of a 
single programmed HT2000 gate array not including the same engineering labor is of the order 
of $100,000. The FPGA can be used to implement logic functions ranging from a few thousand 
gates up to a million gates. The FPGA will be discussed in detail here, since it is the device 
chosen to emulate the HT2000 gate array.  
 
 The FPGA contains three basic elements as shown in the figure 2.4, they are 
 1. I/O pads 
2. Interconnection switch blocks 
3. Configurable Logic Blocks that replaces the gates used in a gate array  
 
 
Figure 2. 4: Basic FPGA block Diagram 
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Let us look at each of the FPGA’s components in detail. The first of these components is the I/O 
pads. The I/O Pads in the FPGA are similar to the I/O Pads in a gate array, but the FPGA I/O 
pads are user configurable. Therefore, they contain some logic gates and flip-flops. The I/O pad 
in the Xilinx FPGA is shown in figure 2.5. 
 
Figure 2. 5: Virtex-E IOB Block diagram 
 
The interconnection wires in the FPGA are organized as horizontal and vertical routing channels 
between rows and columns of logic blocks. The routing channels contain wires and 
programmable switches that allow the logic blocks to be interconnected in many different ways. 
Figure 2.6 shows the logic blocks, the routing channel and the switching block. The switching 
block contains programmable switches that connect the logic block input and output terminals to 
the wire segments. Programmable connections also exist between the I/O blocks and the 
interconnection wires. The actual number of programmable switches and wires in an FPGA 
varies in commercially available chips. 
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Figure 2. 6: FPGA shown here with the Logic Block, switch block and wire segment 
 
As discussed earlier an FPGA consists of thousands of configurable logic blocks (CLB). Each 
CLB in an FPGA has a small number of inputs and outputs, a lookup table (LUT), a flip-flop and 
a few basic gates. While flip-flops and logic gates are, basic elements of digital design only the 
lookup table will be discussed in detail. 
The Lookup Table 
 
The lookup table contains storage cells that are used to implement small logic functions. Each 
cell can hold a single logic value either a 0 or 1 and this value is produced as the output of the 
storage cell. The number of inputs determines the size of the LUTs. Figure 2.7 shows the 
structure of a small LUT, it has two inputs A, B and one output C. Any logical function in two 
variables can be implemented using this LUT. Since a two input truth table has four rows the 
LUT similarly has four storage cells. One row in the truth table corresponds to one cell in the 
LUT. The input variables A and B are used as the select inputs of three multiplexers, which, 
depending on the values of A and B, select the content of one of the four storage cells as the 













Figure 2. 7: A two-input LUT 
 
 
A B C 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
 
Table 2. 3: Example truth table of a function implemented using the LUT. The function 
represented here is C=ÃB+AB ̃ 
 
Table 2.2 is an example showing how a logic function is implemented using a LUT. The 
arrangement of multiplexers in the LUT correctly realizes the function C. When A and B are 0, 
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 the output of the LUT is determined by the top storage cell, which contains the value in the 
lookup table for A=0 and B=0. By storing a logic value 0 in the top cell one can get the truth 
table value as the LUT output.  Similarly, for all values of A and B, the logic value stored in the 
LUT cell corresponds to the entry in the truth table. In this way, one can represent any logic 
function consisting of n inputs using a LUT. The size of the LUT will depend on the value of n 
and it will be equal to 2n.  
 
Figure 2.8 shows an example of a logic block in a FPGA. It contains a Flip-flop, a multiplexer 
(selection device) and an LUT.  Commercially available FPGA contain a large LUT, lots of flip-
flops, and a Multiplexer in one CLB. Figure 2.9 shows the CLB of a Xilinx Spartan XL FPGA.  
 
4 input 
LUT D    Q   




     Out 
MUX 
 
Figure 2. 8: An example of a CLB of an FPGA consisting of a LUT, FF and a MUX 
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Figure 2. 9: A configurable logic block of a Xilinx Virtex-E FPGA 
 
For a logic circuit to be realized in an FPGA, every logic function represented by the circuit must 
be small enough to fit within a single logic block. Any logic circuit designed is translated in to a 
netlist form by using Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools. When a circuit is implemented in an 
FPGA, the logic blocks are programmed to realize the necessary function while the routing 
channels are programmed to make the required interconnections between the logic blocks. The 
storage cells in a Xilinx Spartan or Virtex FPGAs are volatile, this means that they lose their 
contents when the power is turned off. Hence the FPGA has to be programmed every time the 
power is turned on. 
 
The FPGA can be used as a proto-type for gate-arrays since the cost of building a gate-array is 
comparatively high. This is what is being done in this thesis. To define the behaviour of the 
FPGA a Hardware Description Language (HDL) or a schematic design using an Electronic 
Design Automation (EDA) tool is required. Either of these, when compiled, will generate a net 
list, that can be mapped to the actual FPGA architecture. When compiled, the binary file that is 
generated is used to (re)configure the FPGA device. Common HDL's are VHDL and 
VerilogHDL. 
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Xilinx Virtex 300E 
 
Until now the general characteristics of a FPGA have been discussed. Now the main 
characteristics of the chosen FPGA Xilinx Virtex 300E will be discussed. A copy of the Xilinx 
Virtex 300E datasheet can be found in the xilinx web site, the link to which is provided in 
reference [10].  
 
The Xilinx Virtex-E family of FPGAs is a set of fast, high density FPGAs that work at a voltage 
of 1.8V and a frequency of 130 MHz. This Virtex-E FPGA also contains RAM blocks and delay 
locked loops (DLL) in addition to the CLBs and Input output blocks (IOBs) in a generic FPGA.   
 
Figure 2. 10: Virtex-E Achitecture Overview 
 
The Virtex 300 E FPGA contains 316 I/O Blocks, 415K system gates and nearly 83K logic gates. 
Only the logic gates can be used for implementing the hardware design. The HT2000 gate array 
has 91K usable gates in which a design can be implemented. Thus if a hardware design is able to 
fit in the chosen FPGA (proto-type) that contains 83K usable gates it will definitely fit into the 
gate array that contains 91K usable gates. The number of usable was one of the primary factors 
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 that influenced the choice of this FPGA. The Virtex 300E FPGA also contains 131K Block RAM 
bits that can be used for storage instead of the CLB in the Gate Array. In one of the methods of 
generating the current command function using the FPGA the Block RAM will be used that 
reduces the number of CLBs used for implementation.  
Digital Design 
 
The design procedure consists of four basic parts, Primary design, Synthesis, Implementation 
and Simulation shown in figure 2.11. The design flow for an FPGA also comprises of these 
steps, which begin, with  a specification of the design and ends with a configured FPGA. The 
design flow described here is in reference to the Xilinx ISE (Integrated Synthesis Environment) 
6.1i CAD tool. However, most of the tasks presented here have a counterpart in other vendors 
design flow.  
 
The initial description of the design will take the form of a formal specification such as a state 
diagram or a Boolean expression. The specifications are modified through a series of actions to 
obtain a FPGA implementation. 
 
Hardware Description Language (HDL) Model: The First step is the construction of the HDL 
model using Verilog HDL or VHDL. The model is constructed by writing the HDL code using a 
text editor.   Modern CAD tools providers offer syntax directed editors and provisions for 
insertion of language templates to facilitate easier coding. This step produces the HDL source for 
a model that is analyzed to an internal form while it is checked for conformance to the syntax 
and semantics of the HDL. [11]  
 
Behavioral Simulation: Here the HDL model is simulated before being synthesized to an 
FPGA. The purpose of this simulation is to ensure functional correctness. It may also be used for 
other tasks such as the generation of test vectors and preliminary performance evaluation. [12] 
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 Synthesis: Synthesis is the process of analyzing the HDL code and results in a digital circuit that 
implements the behavior implied by the HDL description. The hardware circuit is designed using 
a fixed set of hardware primitives. Hierarchical designs, designs that involve several lower level 
components combined to form a functional circuit, are synthesized in a bottom up fashion. The 
lower level components are synthesized first followed by higher-level components. Modern 
CAD tools transform the HDL description of a circuit into an optimized physical, gate level 
realization, also called a gate level netlist that can be simulated. A synthesis tool provides an 
alternative to the gate level design and allows the engineers to work at a higher level of 
functional abstraction and representation. Theoretically, the synthesis tools create an optimal 
gate level realization but in actual practice, the result depends on the skills of the engineer. 
Figure 2.11 shows the typical HDL based design flow starting with a high level description of 
the functionality. Simulation and verification tools are used to confirm that the description 
captures the functionality described in the design specifications.  The next step is the mapping of 
the design. [12] 
 
Mapping : Once the gate-level netlist is designed, the next step is mapping the design onto an 
FPGA or a gate array. The netlist from the synthesis step is composed of gates, latches and flip-
flops. It is necessary to assign configurable logic blocks to these netlist primitives. This is known 
as mapping a design and translates the gate-level netlist produced by the synthesis compiler into 
a netlist of FPGA primitive hardware components. Each element of the new synthesis 
corresponds to a hardware primitive in the FPGA chip. This implies that the netlist produced by 
the synthesis compiler will produce distinct netlists for different chips.  
    
Place and Route: The mapped design identifies the set of FPGA hardware primitives and their 
interconnection. The next step is to assign each of the components in the netlist to a equivalent 
physical primitive on the FPGA chip. Once this assignment or placement is made the 
interconnections between components in the netlist must be made within the chip. This will 
require routing signals through the switch matrix and other interconnect resources available on 
the FPGA chip. After place and route the design is simulated to validate the design. Once the 
design is placed and routed, accurate information about timing delays between parts of the circuit 
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 can be obtained. Post place and route simulation is more accurate than the functional simulation 
because the gate delays are also accounted for.  
 
Bit generation: After the place and route step, the CLBs on the chip must be configured to 
implement the behavior of the netlist components that have been mapped to them. Additional 
configuration bits must be set to realize the routing between configurable logic blocks. This is 
the process of bit generation. When these configuration bits are loaded into the FPGA, the chip is 
customized to implement the design. 
Design Entry 












Figure 2. 11:  HDL based design Flow 
 
Programming: The configuration bits or bit stream is loaded into the target FPGA chip. 
Generally, the CAD tool vendors will provide accessories to download configuration onto the 
FPGA chip, which are placed independently, or on developments boards. In the figure 2.4 
showing the Spartan XL FPGA, there are other elements like Oscillator, etc, some of these pins 
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 in an FPGA are used for programming purposes. The FPGA communicates with the 
programmable device offered by the vendors through these pins.  The chip is now configured to 
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 Chapter 3: The Current Command function generation- 
Algorithmic Approach 
 
In the previous chapter, the different stages involved in a Digital design flow were discussed. 
The EDA tool used in the design here is the Xilinx ISE (Integrated Synthesis Environment) 6.1i 
and the HDL selected was Verilog HDL. Although there are several EDA tools that are available 
in the market, the Xilinx ISE was chosen because of the authors familiarity with the software and 
with Xilinx FPGAs in general.  
Verilog was chosen for the HDL because it is very similar to the computer language ‘C’ and 
because the Current Command function to be generated consists primarily of mathematical 
equations and not a gate level representation. However, in this project, the choice of Verilog or 
VHDL would not have made a significant difference to the size of the code or the 
implementation on an FPGA.    
Using the HDL and the EDA tool the results at each stage of the digital design flow detailed 
earlier will be presented and explained. Following this description of the design, simulation 
results obtained from Matlab Simulink model are compared with the post place and route 
simulation results generated by the designed circuit.  Now let us proceed to the methods of 
implementing the Current Command function. 
The current command function could be generated by two methods 
1. Algorithmic approach that computes the Icomφ each time the torque command or the 
rotor position changes. 
2. Look-up table approach that generates the current command from a pre-defined list of 
current command values each time the values of average torque command and rotor 
position change. The accuracy of the look-up table output depends entirely on the size of 
the look-up table. 
In this chapter only the results for implementing the algorithmic approach will be discussed. 
Ultimately, HDL code is developed for both of the approaches and the synthesis and 
implementation results for both these methods will be described in detail. As the results are 
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 discussed in detail, the reasons for choosing and implementing only the Look-up table approach 
will be given.   
Algorithmic Approach 
The Concept:  
The current command function Icomφ (Temp, θ) is a result of several computations shown in 
equations 3.1 through 3.6. It was decided to implement the function like a computer program 
where the hardware takes the Torque command and the rotor position as inputs and then 
computes equations 3.1 through 3.6 systematically. The current command function for a single 
phase will be generated first and then, depending on the number of logic blocks used, the current 
command function for the other phases will either be generated or duplicated. 
 
   
IcomT Temp( ) IcomTo Temp( ) IcomTo Temp( ) Imax≤if
Imax otherwise
:=
   (3.1) 
αcom1TTemp( ) αcom1 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if






                                                                 (3.2) 
 
αcom2TTemp( ) αcom2 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if






                                                                                                                        (3.3) 
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 αcom3TTemp( ) αcom3 IcomToTemp( ) Imax≤if






                                                                                                                             (3.4) 
    
 
Itempφ Temp θ,( ) αcom1TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ θ θ1≥( ) θ θ1≤( )∧if
αcom1TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ αcom2TTemp( ) αcom1TTemp( )−( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅θ2 θ1− θ θ1−( )⋅+ θ 1≥( ) θ θ2≤( )∧if
αcom2TTemp( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅ 1 αcom2TTemp( )−( ) IcomTTemp( )⋅θ3 θ2−
θ
θ θ2−( )⋅+ θ θ2≥( ) θ θ3≤( )∧if
IcomTTemp( )
IcomTTemp( ) 1 αcom3TTemp( )−( )⋅







                                                                                                                              (3.5) 
 
 




The current command function’s inputs, outputs and their word lengths are summarized in table 
3.1. Besides the two main inputs, torque command and rotor position there is also CLK. The 
CLK is the clock signal that initiates any action that takes place in the circuit. Not all of the 
outputs in the written the HDL code are listed in table 3.1, since additional outputs were created 
for monitoring the intermediate results. 
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 S. No Signal Type Input the signal represents 
Number of bits 
that are used for 
representation 
1. CLK Input Clock 1 
2. Iin Input Rotor Position 12 
3. Tcom Input Torque Command 8 
4. Qad Input Theta advance 8 
5. outpha Output Current Command A 16 
6. outphb Output Current Command B 16 
7. outphc Output Current Command C 16 
8. outphd Output Current Command D 16 
 
Table 3. 2: The Inputs and the Outputs of the circuit represented in the HDL code 
 
The minimum number of bits used for representing the inputs and the outputs were discussed 
earlier. As one can observe from the table 3.1, the number of bits used in the HDL code 
conforms to those requirements.  
The current command function given in equations 3.1 – 3.6 contains several constants. The 
values of the constants in the HDL code are different from the equation because of multiplication 
factors used for the different inputs. In order to represent the value of rotor position as a 9-bit 
number, multiplication factors are used. The angular constants like Θ1, Θ2 should also be 
multiplied by these factors for representation by a 9-bit number.   In order to reduce the logic 
utilized for representing these constants, they are converted into binary format. The table 3.2 
shows the constants their name in the Verilog code, their binary values and their name in 
equations 3.1 – 3.6.  
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1. Gitconst 12'b000100000000 Torque constant 
2. DisI 12'b011001101110 Offset Current 
3. Q1 12'b000000011100 Θ1 
4. Q2 12'b000001010000 Θ2 
5, Q3 12'b000010000011 Θ3 
6. Q4 12'b000010110110 Θ4 
    
Table 3.2: The constants used in the HDL code 
 
The constants are represented as binary numbers because representing them as integers uses 
more logic blocks. The issues related to programming the algorithm in Verilog and how they 
affect the synthesis and implementation of the hardware are discussed here. In equations 3.1 
through 3.6 there are several arithmetic operations and conditional statements. Verilog and the 
EDA tool can easily handle all of the needed conditional statements and the arithmetic operations 
except for division. Using the Xilinx ISE EDA tool one can perform division by 2 or any other 
higher powers of 2 like 21, 22, 23, 24, etc; but it cannot perform division by an arbitrary number. 
A special algorithm is required to perform the division of one number by another. This is a 
limitation of the EDA tool more than the limitation of the Verilog HDL language used or the 
alternative VHDL.  
 There are three ways to overcome this problem 
1. Algorithmic Method: There are several algorithms for performing the division operation. 
One can utilize anyone of these algorithms to write HDL code that performs division.  
These algorithms use iterative subtraction techniques and the number of iterations 
depends on the size of the dividend. This method could not be used because it would take 
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 too much time. It requires more than one clock cycle to perform the operation with the 
number of clock cycles depending on the size of the divisor and the dividend.  
2. IP Core Method: In this method one can use the core provided by Xilinx in the HDL 
code. The tradeoff here is that a different core has to be generated each time the width of 
the divisor or the dividend changes. Although this method is quite fast it cannot be used 
here because it requires more logic blocks than are available. 
3. Division by 2 or higher powers of 2: In this method the divisor is multiplied by a factor 
so that it is converted into one of the higher powers of 2. This will become clear in the 
following example. 
             
66.26
3





11*80 =≅  






Since we are using multiplication factors for both the Inputs and the Outputs and the resultant 
values are greater than 10,000, a difference of 1 is negligible. In the case of smaller values, one 
can increase the accuracy by using bigger factors as illustrated in the example shown below. 
66.26
3





43*80 =≅  
It is evident here that a bigger factor results in greater accuracy. The use of greater factors can 
also be a disadvantage when operations like addition or subtraction are performed. This is 
because when using a larger multiplication factor the number of bits required to represent a 
particular variable increases and one has to use the same factor for the other variables that are to 
be added. The increased size of the variables will results in an increase in the number of logic 
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 blocks used in the design. Therefore, care must be taken when selecting the multiplication 
factors. This method for doing division was chosen even though the selection of the 
multiplication factor can be time consuming at times.  
Once the multiplication factors are chosen, the Verilog code is written for a single phase. It is 
hard to estimate the size of the design (logic blocks used) without actually implementing it on an 
FPGA; hence, the code is first developed and implemented on a xilinx FPGA using the EDA 
tool. Two ways of writing the Verilog code were considered 
1. Computing the current command for one phase and then duplicating the code for the 
other phases. 
2. Writing the code to compute the current command for one phase and storing the values in 
memory so that it can be accessed by the other phases. 
At the outset, the second option seems to be more viable since repeating a set of instructions 4 
times would definitely occupy more space compared to writing the code just once. Nevertheless, 
the coding was done for both methods as both of them required coding one phase first.  
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Figure 3. 1: The flowchart of the design 
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Figure 3. 2 (continued): The flowchart of the design  
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Figure 3. 3(continued): The flowchart of the design Left shows the method where code is 
repeated for individual phases. Right shows the method where code is written only once 
and values are stored in the memory  
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Figure 3. 4: Algorithmic Method functional block diagram 
 
The Verilog code written for the method that uses the memory block is attached in the appendix 
A, for this method and the functional block diagram is shown here for the algorithmic method 
that uses memory. 
 All of the data presented here is a result of implementing the hardware on a Xilinx Virtex –E 
FPGA in the computer using the EDA tool. Before proceeding to the simulation results, let us 
look at the results of implementing the circuit on the Virtex 300E FPGA. This will clarify which 
coding method is best suited for generating the current command function using the FPGA. 
Results of Implementation 
 
When the implementation result for implementing one of the phases is reviewed, it becomes 
clear that implementing 4 copies of the single phase code will require at least 2 gate arrays. The 
results generated from implementation in the Xilinx Virtex 300E FPGA is shown below. 
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Implementation results of Method 1 
 
Release 6.1.03i Par G.26 
Copyright (c) 1995-2003 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved. 
 
Device utilization summary: 
Number of External GCLKIOBs         1 out of 4      25% 
Number of External IOBs            50 out of 158    31% 
Number of LOCed External IOBs    0 out of 50      0% 
Number of SLICEs                 2262 out of 3072   73% 
Number of GCLKs                     1 out of 4      25% 
As one can observe the number of slices (logic blocks) used in the design is 73% of what is 
available. If it takes 73% of the resources to implement one phase, it will take 292% to 
implement all 4 phases. This will require more than one gate array, although all the gate arrays 
can be nearly identical, which would reduce the cost considerably. This is not an economically 
viable option unless the other methods prove to be equally expensive. Now let us look at the 
implementation results for the second method that stores the results of one phase in memory. 
 
Implementation results of Method 2 
 
Release 6.1.03i Par G.26 
Copyright (c) 1995-2003 Xilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved. 
Device utilization summary: 
Number of External GCLKIOBs         1 out of 4      25% 
Number of External IOBs           118 out of 158    74% 
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 Number of LOCed External IOBs    0 out of 118     0% 
Number of BLOCKRAMs                16 out of 32     50% 
Number of SLICEs                 2358 out of 3072   76% 
Number of GCLKs                     1 out of 4      25% 
 
With the exception of the number of Block RAMs, the results of the device utilization summary 
are the same. The Block RAMs are included because the results of the current command function 
are stored in memory blocks.  The logic blocks used by the hardware are slightly greater in this 
case. This is because the code is written to generate the current command function for all the four 
phases. From the device utilization summary it is evident that the number of usable gates in the 
HT2000 gate array will be able to implement the logical part of the design as only 76% of the 
slices are used. The implementation of the memory will be discussed below 
 
Features of the Design 
 
While the code was being developed using the second coding method, attention was paid to the 
fact that three of the phases accessed the results of computations for a single phase from the 
memory. Thus the gate array (FPGA) must generate the required results for the first phase (say 
phase A) fast enough to meet the motor drives maximum acceleration of the motor drive. Note 
that at constant speed and torque command the stored current command does not change. 
Another problem exists with storing the phase A results for use in the other phases when the 
motor drive comes to a stop and the phase A current is commanded to be zero (zero average 
torque command). The drive will not be able to rotate as the current command generator will not 
be able to put out the necessary current corresponding to the other phases since at startup the 
values stored in the memory are all zeroes. So, as soon as the drive system is turned on a pseudo 
rotor position is generated at the frequency of the clock. Using this pseudo rotor position the 
hardware generates the current command for the various rotor positions almost instantaneously. 
Once the values for various rotor positions are stored in the memory, they can be accessed by the 
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 different phases depending on the speed of the machine. The variation in the average torque 
command can be ignored as it does not change periodically like the rotor position.  
Another important feature of this design is that it uses gate array (FPGA) block RAM. The Block 
Ram in FPGA is a separate constituent of the FPGA that can be used only for memory 
operations. It cannot perform any logical operations as stated earlier. So by using this One can 
reduce the Configurable logic blocks (CLB) that are used.  
 
Simulation Results 
In this section, the results of the post place and route simulation will be described. These results 
will be compared with results from a Simulink model of the complete motor drive system. First 
the output from all 4 phases will be shown and explained. Figure 3.5 shows the ModelSim 
simulation results for the hardware circuit designed using Verilog and implemented on the Virtex 
300E FPGA. The results are shown at different points of time such that at that each instance a 
transition occurs in one of the phases A, B, C or D.    
 
Figure 3. 5: Modelsim results for the algorithmic method of generating the current 
command 
 
Figure 3.5 shows the current command generated by the hardware for each of the phases 
corresponding to a torque command of 2.90 N-m (101101 is the equivalent value of the torque 
command for 2.9 N-m). It is evident that the value of the current command varies with respect to 
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 the rotor position.  Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show two different time periods of the results in figure 
3.5. 
 
Figure 3. 6: Simulation result showing the transition in Phase A 
 
 
Figure 3. 7: Simulation result showing the transition in phase B 
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 The magnified waveforms in figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the transition that takes place in the 
current command values at particular values of rotor position. In figure 3.5, the current command 
of Phase A goes from value 0 to 131 at an angle of 28 . Here it must be noted that these are 
scaled values and do not denote the values in any set of units for either the angle or the current 
command that is generated. In figure 3.6 it can be noted that  the phase B output transitions from 
0 to 131 at the same rotor position of 28. 
Using Matlab to convert the simulated digital outputs in figures 3.5 - 3.7 to analog form and 
plotting the results as shown in figure 3.7 validated the hardware and the algorithm. As can be 
seen the current command waveform has the required trapezoidal wave shape.  
 
 












Figure 3. 8: Plot of the Current command values generated by the hardware circuit 
 
Once the wave shape has been verified specific values of the current waveform must be verified 
at different average torque commands and rotor positions. The Mathcad results are shown in 
figure 3.9 below for a torque of 2.4 N-m at low speeds. As it is evident both the waveforms agree 
with each other at all rotor positions including the peak value. 
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θdplt   
Figure 3. 9: Current command function generated using Mathcad at a Torque Command 
of  2.4N-m  
If one had observed the current command output values directly from simulation results it would 
be noted that the digital output is 131, while peak value in figure 3.8 is less than 20 A. This is 
because the multiplication factor was used in the Verilog implementation has been removed and 
the results are plotted in amps.  
 
 
At this stage, the High Temperature electronics Vendor Honeywell Inc. was contacted to insure 
that the design would fit into the HT 2000 gate array. Honeywell Inc. stated that the design 
would not fit into the gate array, because the design uses Block RAM which does not exist 
separately in the gate array. Thus to incorporate the RAM into the gate array, the RAM would 
have to be synthesized on to the gate array cells which in turn increases the number of required 
cells Using the gate array cells results in the design using about 80% of the logic blocks in the 
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 gate array. At this usage level the design will not map to the gate array.  An option suggested by 
Honeywell was to use separate RAM chips for the memory. . This means two chips would be 
required one for implementing the logical circuit and the other for the memory block, which 
eventually increases the cost of the circuit. Even if these modifications were made the vendor 
was unable to guarantee that the design would map to the gate array.   
 
Thus if the algorithmic approach is used one of the penalties below must be accepted.  
1. Using a gate array in combination with a dedicated memory element 
2. Using two gate arrays, which implement dissimilar functions. 
3.   Using more than 3 identical gate arrays which implement similar function 
As one can see, all of the above methods would involve fabricating at least two logic elements, 
which is not a financially feasible option. The economical option would be using similar gate 
arrays that implement the same function. The fabrication costs would be minimized by using this 
option when compared to the fabrication of a memory unit and a gate array. The third method 
would involve the manufacture of one gate array per phase that is not an efficient option. This is 
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Chapter 4: Current Command Function Generation, Look-Up Table 
Approach 
 
In this chapter, another method of generating the current command will be discussed.-This 
method is to use a look-up table (LUT). A direct implementation of a look-up table using flash 
memory or an EPROM is not possible since in a 200ºC environment such devices are not 
available. In chapter 2 the method of implementing a simple logical function using a LUT was 
described.  In the high temperature gate array and modern FPGAs most of the complex logic 
functions are implemented using LUTs. Even in the algorithmic  approach described in chapter 3 
LUTs in the CLB were used to implement functions like multiplication and division. The LUTs 
as discussed earlier are used like memory blocks that hold the results of a logical or arithmetic 
operation like multiplication or division. Depending on the address (the value of the inputs) the 
output is generated from the look-up table.  
 
In the similar fashion the LUT can be used to implement the current command function (CCF). 
The current command function is a function of two variables, the average torque command and 
the rotor position. If one is able to generate the current command for all possible values of the 
average torque command and the rotor position the CCF can be implemented in a LUT. 
However, it is practically impossible to generate the current command for all possible values of 
the torque command and the rotor position since this would require a huge gate array (FPGA) to 
hold all of these values. Nevertheless, one can implement the current command function by 
calculating the current command at a fixed number of average torque command values and rotor 
positions. These discrete values are addresses to different cells of the LUT. 
 
The CCF has to be generated at discrete intervals of the torque command and the rotor position. 
The number of points chosen for the torque command and the rotor position determines the 
accuracy of the generated current command. The greater the number of points chosen the better 
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 will be the accuracy of the generated current command. The selection of the points at which the 
current command will be generated is very important.  
 
The LUT approach has one distinct disadvantage when compared to the algorithmic approach, 
the accuracy of the LUT approach will always depend on the size of the LUT that depends on the 
number of bits chosen for representing the address. The choice of bits is also affected by the 
availability of hardware resources. 
Using Matlab a look-up table is constructed for the current command function, in which the 
torque command has a delta torque interval of 0.22 N-m and the rotor position has a delta angle 
interval of 0.08 degrees. The Matlab code for generating the LUT is given in appendix B. This 
look-up table was used generate the current command in a Simulink model of the motor drive 
system. The accuracy of the current command output was compared to that obtained with the 
same Simulink motor drive model using the algorithmic CCF approach. The algorithmic 
approach yielded more accurate values of current command for some average torque commands 
and rotor postions, although the results of the look-up table method generated a similar current 
command output. There was essentially no difference in the motor drives performance in terms 
of torque production or power quality in the two methods used for generating the CCF.  
 
The Basics: 
The I/O signals are similar to the signals explained in the previous chapter except that here the 
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 S. No Signal Type Input the signal represents 
Number of bits 
used for 
representation 
1. CLK Input Clock 1 
2. Ang1 Input Rotor Position 11 
3. Inpt2 Input Torque Command 6 
4. Data1 Output Current Command A 16 
5. Data2 Output Current Command B 16 
6. Data3 Output Current Command C 16 
7. Data4 Output Current Command D 16 
Table 4. 2: The Inputs and the Outputs of the circuit represented in the HDL code 
 
Here no constants need to be stored since no calculations are performed when using the LUT.  
As we know the CCF must generate four separate current commands for the four SRM phases. It 
is preferred to generate these four outputs using only one LUT. Thus a decision was made to use 
a multiplexer for the inputs and the outputs. The multiplexer is clock based, thus after a fixed 
interval of time, that depends on the clock frequency, the multiplexer will change each of the 
four outputs. Using a 2x1 multiplexer the select line(s) for this multiplexer will change with 
reference to the clock. If the select line has a value 0, the input 1 is selected. Then  after a fixed 
interval of time T the select line will change to a value of 1, selecting input 2. This process 
continues as long as there is a clock. Since there are 4 phases, there will be 4 values of rotor 
position information, which are inputs to a 4x1 multiplexer. This is illustrated in figure 4.1.   













Phase C rotor position
Phase B rotor position
Phase A rotor position





Figure 4. 1: Rotor position selection using Multiplexer 
 
The output of the multiplexer is combined (bits are concatenated) with the torque command 
input. The resulting bits are the address of the cells of the LUT. 
Data in the LUT 
 
The data that is stored in the LUT is 15-bit wide floating-point data, while the output current 
command is 16-bit wide binary data. The floating-point data in the LUT is converted into 16-bit 
wide binary data. This approach is used because the FPGA resources (logic blocks) were not 
sufficient for a look-up table in which the current command values were stored a 16-bit binary 
data, while the resources were sufficient to handle 15-bit wide data.  
 
The number of bits representing the current command is split into a mantissa and an exponent.  
For example, if the current command value is a 16-bit number represented by 
16’b0000100100101000. (In Verilog HDL a 16-bit number is represented as 16’b…, so the same 
notation is followed here)  
The important bits to be noted here are the 3 Most Significant bits (MSB) of the number.  For the 
above example  
 
Number = 16’b0000100100101000 
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 3 MSBs = 3’b000 
The conversion from binary to floating point is done here, a floating point representation of a 
number consists of a Mantissa and an Exponent. In this case the exponent part consists of bit 0 to 
bit 12 that is 13’b0100100101000, since the bits 14, 15, 16 (MSBs) are all zeroes. The bits are 
not shifted right; hence, the mantissa is 2’b00 that replaces the 3 MSBs.  
Therefore, the floating point representation of the number is = 15’b000100100101000 
 
When it is converted back to 16 bits based on the value of the exponent the mantissa is shifted 
left, in this case the value of the exponent is 00, hence the mantissa is not shifted  and the it is 
represented as 
Final 16-bit number= 16’b0000100100101000 
 
Next consider the example below 
Number = 16’b0010100100101001 
3 MSBs = 3’b001 
Since the bit 14 is ‘1’ the exponent part is 13’b1010010010100, where the bits 14 through bit 1 
are shifted right by 1-bit and bit 0 is dropped. To represent that the mantissa has been shifted 
right by one bit, the exponent part is represented by 2’b01. 
Therefore, the floating point representation of the number is = 15’b011010010010100 
When this number is shifted back to a 16-bit binary number the mantissa is shifted left according 
to the number represented by the exponent, which is 2’b01. So, the mantissa is left shifted by 1-
bit and 2 zeroes are appended on the MSB side to make it a 16-bit number.   
Therefore the 16 bit binary representation of the number is = 16’b0010100100101000 
 
 
Again consider another example 
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 Number = 16’b0110100100101001 
3 MSBs = 3’b011 
Since the bit 15 is ‘1’ the exponent part is 13’b1101001001010, where the bits 15 through bit 2 
are shifted right by 2-bits and bit 0 and bit 1 are dropped. To represent that the mantissa has been 
shifted right by two bits, the exponent part is represented by 2’b10. 
Therefore, the floating point representation of the number is = 15’b101101001001010 
Once again, when this number is shifted back to a 16-bit binary number the mantissa is shifted 
left according to the number represented by the exponent, which is 2’b10. So, the mantissa is left 
shifted by 2-bits and 1 zero is appended on the MSB side to make it a 16-bit number.   
 
Therefore the 16 bit binary representation of the number is = 16’b0110100100101000 
Suppose the bit 16 is ‘1’ the bits 16 through 3 are shifted right by 3 bits and bits 0,1 and 2 are 
dropped and the exponent is represented by 2’b11. 
 
By storing the data in floating point the error between the actual 16 bit number and the stored 
number is the same whether the numbers are large or small. In this way   a 16-bit current 





The flowchart for the LUT design that was used for writing the code is shown below. 
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Figure 4. 2: Flowchart for the LUT method 
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Figure 4. 3(continued): Flowchart for the LUT method 
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 Functional Block Diagram of the design 
 
rrent command function is 
laced in appendix C. The functional block diagram of the current command generation using 
 
mplementation Results: 
rtex 300E FPGA. The Xilnx generated output 
for the implementation is shown below. It is important to note that the results also contain the 
plementation results of LUT method 
Release 6.1.03i Par G.26 
ilinx, Inc.  All rights reserved. 
A copy of the verilog code that uses look-up table to generate the cu
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Figure 4. 4: LUT method functional block diagram 
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The LUT CCF was implemented using a Xilinx Vi
mapping data between the signals represented in the code and the pin locations on the FPGA.  
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 Device utilization summary: 
 
 Number of External GCLKIOBs         1 out of 4      25% 
% 
The device utilization summary clearly shows that only 68% of the slices (logic blocks) are used. 
imulation results 
ulation results generated using ModelSim before programming the FPGA. 
 Number of External IOBs           126 out of 158    79% 
 Number of LOCed External IOBs  126 out of 126   100
 Number of SLICEs                 2108 out of 3072   68% 
 Number of GCLKs                     1 out of 4      25% 
 
This method clearly utilizes lesser resources when compared to the other methods. As one can 
observe no block RAM is used. Because the number of logic blocks used is less than 70%, this 





Let us look at the sim
Figure 4.5 shows the results generated from Modelsim with the inputs and outputs marked.  
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Figure 4. 5: Modelsim simulation for the current command function generation using LUT 
method 
 
The digital ModelSim output is converted to analog and plotted using Matlab. As one can 
observe in figure 4.6 the shape of the waveform is a trapezoid and the various points on the 
waveform (like the peak) have the correct values.  Below figure 4.6, figure 4.7 shows the 
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Figure 4. 6: Plot of the values generated by the hardware circuit at a torque command of 
1.8 N-m 















Figure 4. 7: Plot of the Current command Function at a Torque command of 1.8 N-m 
generated using Mathcad 
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As one can clearly observe the results shown in figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 agree with each other. 
Therefore, one can go to the next step that is downloading the program onto an FPGA. All the 
information about programming device (Parallel Cable IV) used for downloading the program 
onto the FPGA is available in the xilinx website. Reference [13] gives the link to this 
information. Here the approach used to test the CCF design in the lab and the results obtained 




The code that is written in Verilog  must be converted into bit-stream format before the FPGA is 
programmed using its JTAG interface. More information on programming is given in the Xilinx 
website and the link to this is provided in reference [14]. 
To test the CCF design without having the rest of the SRM control system the input and output s 
for the control had to be generated. This was done as summarized below.  
1. The next stage in the control of the motor after the CCF is a current regulator, which 
requires an analog input. In addition it is much simpler to verify the output of the CCF is 
correct if it is viewed as an analog signal. Thus the output of the FPGA was input to a 
D/A converter. The URL link for the datasheet for the D/A converter is given in reference 
[15]. 
2. The rotor position input to the CCF was assume to come from a resolver to digital (R/D) 
converter. Thus this input is digital and continuously changing at a constant rate if the 
motor is turning at constant speed. This digital input was generated using a counter where 
at every rising edge of the clock the rotor position input  is incremented by 1. The counter 
is implemented in the FPGA and the code is written so that the angle value wraps back to 
zero at the correct angle value.  
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 3. The torque command input is supplied from an A/D converter. The input voltage to the 
A/D converter comes from a Potentiometer so that by varying the potentiometer one can 
control the digital output and hence the torque command input to the CCF. The URL link 



































Figure 4. 8: Block diagram of the experimental setup for testing 
 
Figure 4.8 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup used in testing. Figures 4.9 and 
4.10 show the actual experimental setup. 
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Figure 4. 10: Experimental setup viewed when the board is inverted 
 
Once the method of supplying the inputs has been finalized, the next step is downloading the 
code into the FPGA and testing it. The Impact tool in the Xilinx ISE software was used for 
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 generating the bit-stream and downloading the code. Since the FPGA is volatile it has to be 
programmed each time the power is turned on. Once the code is downloaded onto an FPGA, the 
testing is started. The test results are presented below. These results were captured from a digital 
Oscilloscope for various values of torque command. The requirement that the angle can be 
advanced as the SRM’s speed changes is also demonstrated. The figures 4.11 and 4.12 generated 
at a torque command of 1.8 N-m are similar to each other. This is because figure 4.11 represents 
phases A & B while figure 4.12 represents phases C & D. Figure 4.12 is included to prove that 
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Figure 4. 12:Current Command Function for phases C & D at a torque command of 1.8 N-
m 
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 The peak current at the torque command of 1.8N-m is 13.7 A calculated using Mathcad. In the 
waveform shown in figures 4.11 and 4.12 the peak amplitude is between 1.5 and 1.6 V. 
Assuming a peak amplitude of 1.55 V   
Here 1V represents 9.1 A hence 
1.55V represents   9.1*1.55= 14.105 A. 
Percentage error in the value = 100*
70.13
70.13105.14 −  = 2.8%. 
There is an error of 2.8% in the experimentally generated value, which indicates that the 
accuracy of the current command function generated using this method is adequate.  
 




Figure 4. 13: Current Command Function for phases A & B at a torque command of 5.6 N-
m 
Peak value of Current command at a torque command of 5.6 N-m = 3.8*9.1= 34.5 A 
experimental value = 35.3 A 
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Figure 4. 14: Current command function for phases A & B at a torque command of 6.8 N-
m 
Peak value of Current command at a torque command of 6.8 N-m = 4.8*9.1= 43.7 A 
experimental value =  43.1A. The experimentally generated values concur with the simulation 
results for the different values of torque command.  
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 show the current command function generated at torque command values 
greater than 7.2 N-m. These two figures illustrate the deviation from the trapezoid that occurs as 
a result of the increase in Back EMF with the increase in Torque command. Another effect of 
Back EMF increase is shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18. They represent the case of increased 
speeds that results in advancing the rotor position.  Figures 4.17 and 4.18 clearly show the 
advance in the angle that takes place. In figures, the current command is plotted with respect to 
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Figure 4. 15: Current Command Function for phases A & B at a torque command of 7.5 N-
m 
  
    
Figure 4. 16: Current Command Function for phases A & B at a torque command of 8.0 N-
m 
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Figure 4. 17 : Current Command Waveform generated at 2,000 RPM ( Low speed) 
 
 
Figure 4. 18 : Current Command waveform generated at over 12,000 RPM( high speed) 
As one can clearly see in figures 4.17 and 4.18, the area marked with a circle, in the high speed 
case where the speed is greater than 12,000 RPM the peak value is reached before the rotor 
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 position bit becomes ‘1’. In the low speed case where the speed is less than 3000 RPM the peak 
value is reached only after the Bit 7 has become ‘1’. 
With the experience gained using this approach, Modifications were made to the Algorithmic 
approach. When these modifications were made the design fitted the xilinx Virtex 300E FPGA. 
The device utilization summary for this case is presented below.  
 
Implementation results for modified algorithmic approach 
 
Device utilization summary: 
 
   Number of External GCLKIOBs         1 out of 4      25% 
   Number of External IOBs            98 out of 158    62% 
      Number of LOCed External IOBs    0 out of 98      0% 
 
   Number of SLICEs                 2389 out of 3072   77% 
 







As one can see it uses nearly 80% of the resources. Still the LUT approach is preferred for two 
reasons 
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 1. The accuracy using the LUT approach is as good as the accuracy using the Algorithmic 
approach so there is no reason to use an approach that consumes more hardware and 
more resources. 
2. Any modification or addition that is made to the hardware can be accommodated by the 
LUT approach while any modification might lead to severe consequences in the 
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 Conclusion:  
The Current Command Function generation for high temperature SRM using Programmable 
logic Devices was successfully implemented. A detailed analysis of all  types of programmable 
logic devices is presented and their suitability to this problem was considered. Gate Array based 
approach satisfied most of the requirements and it was selected. Different ways of programming 
were considered and the Look-Up table approach was selected for its size and adaptability. The 
process and the code were validated by implementing in an FPGA that is similar to the Gate 
Array. Further the FPGA was programmed in the Lab by downloading the Bit-stream. The 
Current Command Function was generated for different values of torque command and speeds 
by the FPGA. The experimentally obtained  results were compared with the simulation results 
obtained from Matlab and Mathcad. The results obtained experimentally matched the simulation 
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 assign Tcom = T1com; 
always @(posedge(clk)) 
begin 
 if (Tcom==8'b00000000) 
  begin 
   k1=10'b0000011000; 
   outpha=16'b0000000000000000; 
  end 
  else  
   k1=k1+1; 
 gitconst=12'b000100000000; 
 disI=12'b011001101110; 
   q1=12'b000000011100; 
 q2=12'b000001010000; 
 q4=12'b000010110110; 
   q3=12'b000010000011; 
   qad=9'b00000000; 
 fac1=5; 
 Ival=gitconst*Tcom + disI; 
 if(Ival>25280) 
  begin 
  Itemp=25280; 
      atemp=41+100*(Ival-25280)/64-18; 
  a2temp=819+5*(Ival-25280)/64; 
  if(atemp>=4096) 
   begin 
   a1=4096; 
   a3=a1; 
   end 
  else 
   begin 
   a1=atemp; 
   a3=a1; 
   end 
  if(a2temp>=1024) 
   a2=1024; 
   else 
    a2=a2temp; 
       end 
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  else 
  begin 
  Itemp=Ival; 
  a1=41; 
  a2=819; 
  a3=a1; 
  end 
   a1out=a1; 





if(k1>=341 && k1<=682) 
  j=k1-341; 
   else if(k1>=682) 
  j=k1-682; 
 else if(k1<341) 
  j=k1; 
 
 if(k2>=341 && k2<=682) 
  j2=k2-341; 
   else if(k2>=682) 
  j2=k2-682; 
 else if(k2<341) 
  j2=k2; 
 
 
 if(k3>=341 && k3<=682) 
  j3=k3-341; 
   else if(k3>=682) 
  j3=k3-682; 
 else if(k3<341) 
  j3=k3; 
 
 
 if(k4>=341 && k4<=682) 
  j4=k4-341; 
   else if(k4>=682) 
  j4=k4-682; 
 else if(k4<341) 
  j4=k4; 
 
 if(k5>=341 && k5<=682) 
  j5=k5-341; 
   else if(k5>=682) 
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   j5=k5-682; 
 else if(k5<341) 
  j5=k5; 
 
 if(j>=q1 && j<=q1) 
 begin 
  outpha=Itemp*a1/4096; 
   
 end 
 else if(j>q1 && j<q2) 
  outpha= Itemp*a1/4096 + Itemp*(j-q1)*((4*a2)-a1)*5/1048576 -Itemp*(4*a2-
a1)/4096*5/256*13/32; 
 else if(j>=q2 && j<q3) 
    outpha=Itemp*a2/1024 +Itemp*(j-q2)*(1024-a2)*5/262144; 
  else if(j>=q3 && j<q4) 
    outpha=Itemp-5*Itemp*(j-q3)*(4096-a3)/1048576 - Itemp*(4096-
a3)/4096*5/256*6/16; 
    else if(j==q4) 
      outpha=Itemp-5*Itemp*(j-q3)*(4096-a3)/1048576 - Itemp*(4096-
a3)/4096*5/256*3/16; 
  else 





module spblockram_v (clk, we, a, di, do,d2,d4,d3,a2,a3,a4,a5);  
 input        clk;  
 input        we;  
 input  [9:0] a;  
 input [9:0]a2,a3,a4,a5; 
 input  [15:0] di;   
 output [15:0] do;  
 output [15:0]d2,d3,d4; 
  
 reg [15:0] ram [1023:0];  
 reg [9:0] read_a; 
 reg [9:0]read_a2; 
 reg [9:0]read_a3; 
 reg [9:0]read_a4; 
 reg [9:0]read_a5; 
 
  
 always @(posedge clk) begin  
  if (we==1'b1)  
   ram[a] = di;  
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 end  
assign do = ram[read_a2];  
 assign d2= ram[read_a3]; 
 assign d3=ram[read_a4]; 
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  for k=0:64 
    for i=0:64 
          torquein1(k*64+1+i)=k; 
        thetain1(i+k*64+1)=i-55; 
        z(i+k*64+1)=i+k*64+1; 



























if(theta<=theta1 & theta>=theta1) 
    outpt=Icom1; 
elseif(theta>theta1 & theta<theta2) 
    outpt=Icom2; 
elseif(theta>theta2 & theta<theta3) 
    outpt=Icom3; 
elseif(theta>theta3 & theta<theta4) 
    outpt=Icom4; 
else 






    outpt2=outpt/0.0007; 
    %outpt3=outpt2; 
     if(outpt2<=0) 
         outpt3=outpt2; 
     else 
        outpt3=bitor(round(outpt2),0); 
    end 
elseif(outpt>5.6875 & outpt<=11.375) 
    outpt2=outpt/(2*0.0007); 
    outpt3=bitor(round(outpt2),8192); 
elseif(outpt>11.375 & outpt<=22.5) 
        outpt2=outpt/(4*0.0007);   
        outpt3=bitor(round(outpt2),16384); 
    else 
        outpt2=outpt/(8*0.0007); 
        outpt3=bitor(round(outpt2),24576); 
        %outpt4=outpt2; 
end 
  
 %display('this is right');outpt3 
  
  
 current=[outpt outpt3]; 
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always @(posedge clk) 
begin 
   i=i+1; 
   if(i==2'b00) 
    angx=angx+1; 
   else 
    angx=angx; 
 
ang2=angx-90; //ang1-60 
ang3=angx-180;  //ang1-120 






  ctrl=2'b00; 
 else 
 begin 
  ctrl=ctrl+1; //+1; 
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   if(ctrl==2'b00) 
  begin 
   ADDRE=angx ;   //ang1 
   ADDRE1=ang5; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b01) 
  begin 
   ADDRE=ang2 ;//ang2; 
   ADDRE1=ang5; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b10) 
  begin 
   ADDRE=ang3  ;  //ang3; 
   ADDRE1=ang5; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b11) 
  begin 
   ADDRE=ang4  ; // ang4; 
   ADDRE1=ang5; 
//   data3=DATA; 












 if(inpt1>341 && inpt1<=682) 
  j=inpt1-341; 
   else if(inpt1>682) 
  j=inpt1-682; 
 else if(inpt1<=341) 
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 //in2=inpt[10:0]; 
 case(inpt) 
12'b000000000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000000010:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000000011:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000000100:out1=15'b111000110;   
12'b000000000101:out1=15'b1001110111;   
12'b000000000110:out1=15'b1100100111;   
12'b000000000111:out1=15'b1111010111;   
12'b000000001000:out1=15'b10010001000;   
12'b000000001001:out1=15'b10100111000;   
12'b000000001010:out1=15'b10111101000;   
12'b000000001011:out1=15'b11010011001;   
12'b000000001100:out1=15'b11101001001;   
12'b000000001101:out1=15'b11111111001;   
12'b000000001110:out1=15'b100010101010;   
12'b000000001111:out1=15'b100101011010;   
12'b000000010000:out1=15'b101000001010;   
12'b000000010001:out1=15'b101010111011;   
12'b000000010010:out1=15'b101101101011;   
12'b000000010011:out1=15'b110000011011;   
12'b000000010100:out1=15'b110011001100;   
12'b000000010101:out1=15'b110101101011;   
12'b000000010110:out1=15'b110110010111;   
12'b000000010111:out1=15'b110111000100;   
12'b000000011000:out1=15'b110111110000;   
12'b000000011001:out1=15'b111000011101;   
12'b000000011010:out1=15'b111001001010;   
12'b000000011011:out1=15'b111001110110;   
12'b000000011100:out1=15'b111010100011;   
12'b000000011101:out1=15'b111011010000;   
12'b000000011110:out1=15'b111011111100;   
12'b000000011111:out1=15'b111100101001;   
12'b000000100000:out1=15'b111101010110;   
12'b000000100001:out1=15'b111110000010;   
12'b000000100010:out1=15'b111110101111;   
12'b000000100011:out1=15'b111111011100;   
12'b000000100100:out1=15'b1000000001000;   
12'b000000100101:out1=15'b1000000110101;   
12'b000000100110:out1=15'b1000001100001;   
12'b000000100111:out1=15'b1000010001110;   
12'b000000101000:out1=15'b1000010111011;   
12'b000000101001:out1=15'b111111101111;   
12'b000000101010:out1=15'b111100010010;   
12'b000000101011:out1=15'b111000110110;   
12'b000000101100:out1=15'b110101011001;   
12'b000000101101:out1=15'b110001111100;   
12'b000000101110:out1=15'b101110011111;   
12'b000000101111:out1=15'b101011000010;   
12'b000000110000:out1=15'b100111100101;   
12'b000000110001:out1=15'b100100001000;   
12'b000000110010:out1=15'b100000101011;   
12'b000000110011:out1=15'b11101001110;   
12'b000000110100:out1=15'b11001110001;   
12'b000000110101:out1=15'b10110010100;   
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 12'b000000110110:out1=15'b10010110111;   
12'b000000110111:out1=15'b1111011010;   
12'b000000111000:out1=15'b1011111101;   
12'b000000111001:out1=15'b1000100000;   
12'b000000111010:out1=15'b101000011;   
12'b000000111011:out1=15'b1100110;   
12'b000000111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000111101:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000111110:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000000111111:out1=15'b 0;   
12'b000001000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000001000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000001000010:out1=15'b10000101;   
12'b000001000011:out1=15'b101101011;   
12'b000001000100:out1=15'b1001010010;   
12'b000001000101:out1=15'b1100111000;   
12'b000001000110:out1=15'b10000011111;   
12'b000001000111:out1=15'b10100000110;   
12'b000001001000:out1=15'b10111101100;   
12'b000001001001:out1=15'b11011010011;   
12'b000001001010:out1=15'b11110111001;   
12'b000001001011:out1=15'b100010100000;   
12'b000001001100:out1=15'b100110000110;   
12'b000001001101:out1=15'b101001101101;   
12'b000001001110:out1=15'b101101010011;   
12'b000001001111:out1=15'b110000111010;   
12'b000001010000:out1=15'b110100100000;   
12'b000001010001:out1=15'b111000000111;   
12'b000001010010:out1=15'b111011101101;   
12'b000001010011:out1=15'b111111010100;   
12'b000001010100:out1=15'b1000010111010;   
12'b000001010101:out1=15'b1000110001010;   
12'b000001010110:out1=15'b1000111000100;   
12'b000001010111:out1=15'b1000111111111;   
12'b000001011000:out1=15'b1001000111001;   
12'b000001011001:out1=15'b1001001110011;   
12'b000001011010:out1=15'b1001010101110;   
12'b000001011011:out1=15'b1001011101000;   
12'b000001011100:out1=15'b1001100100010;   
12'b000001011101:out1=15'b1001101011101;   
12'b000001011110:out1=15'b1001110010111;   
12'b000001011111:out1=15'b1001111010010;   
12'b000001100000:out1=15'b1010000001100;   
12'b000001100001:out1=15'b1010001000110;   
12'b000001100010:out1=15'b1010010000001;   
12'b000001100011:out1=15'b1010010111011;   
12'b000001100100:out1=15'b1010011110101;   
12'b000001100101:out1=15'b1010100110000;   
12'b000001100110:out1=15'b1010101101010;   
12'b000001100111:out1=15'b1010110100100;   
12'b000001101000:out1=15'b1010111011111;   
12'b000001101001:out1=15'b1010011010101;   
12'b000001101010:out1=15'b1001110110100;   
12'b000001101011:out1=15'b1001010010011;   
12'b000001101100:out1=15'b1000101110010;   
12'b000001101101:out1=15'b1000001010001;   
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 12'b000001101110:out1=15'b111100110001;   
12'b000001101111:out1=15'b111000010000;   
12'b000001110000:out1=15'b110011101111;   
12'b000001110001:out1=15'b101111001110;   
12'b000001110010:out1=15'b101010101101;   
12'b000001110011:out1=15'b100110001100;   
12'b000001110100:out1=15'b100001101011;   
12'b000001110101:out1=15'b11101001010;   
12'b000001110110:out1=15'b11000101010;   
12'b000001110111:out1=15'b10100001001;   
12'b000001111000:out1=15'b1111101000;   
12'b000001111001:out1=15'b1011000111;   
12'b000001111010:out1=15'b110100110;   
12'b000001111011:out1=15'b10000101;   
12'b000001111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000001111101:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000001111110:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000001111111:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010000010:out1=15'b10100100;   
12'b000010000011:out1=15'b111000001;   
12'b000010000100:out1=15'b1011011110;   
12'b000010000101:out1=15'b1111111010;   
12'b000010000110:out1=15'b10100010111;   
12'b000010000111:out1=15'b11000110100;   
12'b000010001000:out1=15'b11101010000;   
12'b000010001001:out1=15'b100001101101;   
12'b000010001010:out1=15'b100110001010;   
12'b000010001011:out1=15'b101010100111;   
12'b000010001100:out1=15'b101111000011;   
12'b000010001101:out1=15'b110011100000;   
12'b000010001110:out1=15'b110111111101;   
12'b000010001111:out1=15'b111100011001;   
12'b000010010000:out1=15'b1000000110110;   
12'b000010010001:out1=15'b1000101010011;   
12'b000010010010:out1=15'b1001001110000;   
12'b000010010011:out1=15'b1001110001100;   
12'b000010010100:out1=15'b1010010101001;   
12'b000010010101:out1=15'b1010110101001;   
12'b000010010110:out1=15'b1010111110001;   
12'b000010010111:out1=15'b1011000111001;   
12'b000010011000:out1=15'b1011010000010;   
12'b000010011001:out1=15'b1011011001010;   
12'b000010011010:out1=15'b1011100010010;   
12'b000010011011:out1=15'b1011101011010;   
12'b000010011100:out1=15'b1011110100010;   
12'b000010011101:out1=15'b1011111101010;   
12'b000010011110:out1=15'b1100000110010;   
12'b000010011111:out1=15'b1100001111010;   
12'b000010100000:out1=15'b1100011000010;   
12'b000010100001:out1=15'b1100100001010;   
12'b000010100010:out1=15'b1100101010010;   
12'b000010100011:out1=15'b1100110011010;   
12'b000010100100:out1=15'b1100111100011;   
12'b000010100101:out1=15'b1101000101011;   
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 12'b000010100110:out1=15'b1101001110011;   
12'b000010100111:out1=15'b1101010111011;   
12'b000010101000:out1=15'b1101100000011;   
12'b000010101001:out1=15'b1100110111011;   
12'b000010101010:out1=15'b1100001010110;   
12'b000010101011:out1=15'b1011011110001;   
12'b000010101100:out1=15'b1010110001100;   
12'b000010101101:out1=15'b1010000100111;   
12'b000010101110:out1=15'b1001011000011;   
12'b000010101111:out1=15'b1000101011110;   
12'b000010110000:out1=15'b111111111001;   
12'b000010110001:out1=15'b111010010100;   
12'b000010110010:out1=15'b110100101111;   
12'b000010110011:out1=15'b101111001011;   
12'b000010110100:out1=15'b101001100110;   
12'b000010110101:out1=15'b100100000001;   
12'b000010110110:out1=15'b11110011100;   
12'b000010110111:out1=15'b11000111000;   
12'b000010111000:out1=15'b10011010011;   
12'b000010111001:out1=15'b1101101110;   
12'b000010111010:out1=15'b1000001001;   
12'b000010111011:out1=15'b10100100;   
12'b000010111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010111101:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010111110:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000010111111:out1=15'b 0;   
12'b000011000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000011000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b000011000010:out1=15'b11000011;   
12'b000011000011:out1=15'b1000010110;   
12'b000011000100:out1=15'b1101101001;   
12'b000011000101:out1=15'b10010111100;   
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12'b111101100110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101100111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101101111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101110111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101111000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101111001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101111010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101111011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111101111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111101111101:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111101111110:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111101111111:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111110000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111110000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111110000010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110000011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110000100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110000101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
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 12'b111110000110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110000111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110001111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110010111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110011111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110100111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110101111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110110111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110111000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110111001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110111010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110111011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111110111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111110111101:out1=15'b0;   
 165   
 12'b111110111110:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111110111111:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111111000000:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111111000001:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111111000010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111000011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111000100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111000101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111000110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111000111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111001111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111010111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111011111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111100111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111101111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110100:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110101:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
 166   
 12'b111111110110:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111110111:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111111000:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111111001:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111111010:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111111011:out1=15'b111111110111101;   
12'b111111111100:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111111111101:out1=15'b0;   
12'b111111111110:out1=15'b0;   







else if(out1[14]==1'b0 && out1[13]==1'b0) 
 out2={1'b0,1'b0,1'b0,out1[12:0]}; 
 
else if(out1[13]==1'b1 && out1[14]==1'b0) 
 out2={1'b0,1'b0,out1[12:0],1'b0}; 
 












always @(negedge clk) 
 
begin 
  if(ctrl==2'b00) 
  begin 
    data1=out2; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b01) 
  begin 
    data2=out2; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b10) 
  begin 
    data3=out2; 
  end 
  else if(ctrl==2'b11) 
  begin 
    data4=out2; 
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